
2013 Contest Winners                                       Age CAtegory Under 10 years old

Hope Delivery Car by Noreen (age 8) My dream car is a Hope Delivery Car. It delivers hope and spreads love to people who are sad, mean and hurt. 
Sometimes when I watch the news, some people who are hurt end up hurting others, because they don’t feel 
the love. My car helps make the world into a safer and happier place. It changes bad people into good people 
by using music, stories and magic!



2013 Contest Winners                                       Age CAtegory Under 10 years old

Food Bank Car by Adrian (age 4) My dream car is a Food Bank Car. I want to help hungry children around the world. The food bank cars go to 
different villages and cities. They can help irrigate the land, and have suction tubes to collect food from land 
and sea. Food are stored and cooked in the cars. And when they see children in need, the cars will deliver 
delicious food to children.



2013 Contest Winners                                       Age CAtegory Under 10 years old

The World of Bubble Ball Cars by Giorgio 
(age 7) 

I want a bubble ball car for everyone! It will travel on waterslides; in the air; through sand & snow and dive in 
the ocean. My bubble ball car would use sun & moon energy, so we can have fun in it anytime while discover-
ing new & different places on earth or in space!



2013 Contest Winners                                               Age CAtegory 10-12 years old

GOTOYO by Yoon (age 12) My car has a unique design and shape. It’s made up of solar panels so it’s eco friendly. It also can go under the 
water. The wheels are globe shaped so it can go every directions. (GOTOYO - GO: Go, TO: To anywhere, YO: 
TOYOTA)



2013 Contest Winners                                               Age CAtegory 10-12 years old

Fuel-Free Flying Car by Brooke (age 10) This car has wings that make it fly and it uses a hot air balloon like parachute for safe landing. Generations to 
come will benefit from this car as it doesn’t use gas and won’t pollute the atmosphere.
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F-3 S3 by Kyle (age 12) The F-3 S3 is a one of its kind car that belongs to Kyle it has wings to make it fly and wheels to make it drive.



2013 Contest Winners                   Age CAtegory 13-15 years old

Protector Toyota by Sherry (age 15) Protector Toyota is designed to function like a whale. It runs on pollution and 
converts green house gases into sunscreen so that it can protect Earth from 
the sun’s damaging radiation.



2013 Contest Winners                                              Age CAtegory 13-15 years old

Harmony by Harini (age 14) The concept is that technology can be environmentally friendly and be an integral part of everyday life without a 
negative footprint and impact on the planet Earth.



2013 Contest Winners                                              Age CAtegory 13-15 years old

The S.I.D. by Adrian (age 15) The car has many features it can fly throughout space and in the air. It has a rocket ship launcher attached to the back of the 
car. It can also go underwater due to the two propellers on both sides of the vehicle. The car has a built in satellite dish this is 
used to access Wi-Fi wherever and wherever 24/7. Last but not least a basketball net shoots out of the top for people to play 
basketball. There is also an indoor library and gumball machine for when boredom strikes. Finally the car works on electricity 
and there is an outlet beside the tires on the left hand side. The doors are gull-wings. Also it can play movies off the projector.
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